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New Industry-Indigenous
Partnership Revives Fort St.
James Green Energy Project
in Northern British Columbia

Signing an asset purchase agreement marks
a significant milestone in BioNorth Energy’s
plan to take over the project, recommission
the facility, and begin generating clean
energy by 2022.
BioNorth Energy Limited Partnership (BioNorth Energy) is excited to
announce the signing of a purchase agreement for the assets associated
with the Fort St. James Green Energy Project located in Fort St. James,
British Columbia. BioNorth Energy is a joint-venture partnership between
the Arrow Group of Companies (Arrow), the Nak’azdli Development
Corporation (NDC), the economic development arm of the Nak’azdli First
Nation (Nak’azdli), and low-carbon infrastructure developer, Nexus PMG
(Nexus). BioNorth Energy expects the asset acquisition to complete by the
end of November.
The primary asset is a 40-megawatt biomass power generation facility
which began commercial operation in late 2017, under a 30-year electricity
purchase agreement (EPA) with BC Hydro. After 4 years of operation, the
facility ceased operations in June 2021, with over 26 years remaining on
the EPA. The shutdown put 38 direct employees out of work and impacted
numerous other related businesses.
“We want to get this project back up and running,” says Tim Bell, BioNorth
Energy’s President. “We believe we have a solid strategy to address the
challenges faced by the previous owners and are ready to invest the effort
and resources necessary to recommission the facility and create a
flagship clean power generation operation in the region. People need jobs;
northern communities need economic development; we have a customer
for the power; and British Columbians want and need clean energy. We
are also highly sensitive to the needs of the local community and will work
together the District of Fort. St. James and the Nak’azdli to not only
operate a successful business but to do so in a way that is respectful of
the environment and the people that live here ”
Making use of forest biomass, such as biologs, wood waste and hog fuel,
to make electricity is a way for the Province to meet the energy objectives
of its CleanBC plan and shift BC to a lower carbon economy. By
combining the knowledge and complimentary skillsets of Arrow, the NDC
and Nak’azdli, and Nexus PMG, we are ideally positioned to turn the plant
into a successful energy producing facility.
This project makes sense for Arrow because we have expertise in
purchasing and producing biomass fibre and have over 100 years
experience in providing transportation, logistics and supply chain
management solutions. The Nak’azdli and NDC provide deep knowledge
of natural resources and forestry and have relationships with other major

Fort St. James power plant.

tenure holders within the region. Nexus brings technical and operational
knowledge of biomass power generation facilities, having designed,
developed, and commissioned over 1,000 Megawatts of facilities around
the world, which equates to about 25 plants this size.
“Nexus looks for low-carbon projects where we can use our financial,
engineering and project management expertise for the greater good,
locally and globally,” says Ben Hubbard, Nexus PMG’s CEO. “This project
will improve the utilization of low-quality bioenergy stands in the Fort St.
James region to power local industry and homes and businesses across
the province, while also delivering social, environmental, and economic
benefits.”
For the NDC and the Nak’azdli, partnership in the project is a way to
challenge the future, building on a rich history of working with industry.
Eighteenth-century Nak’azdli leader, Chief Kw’eh, created a legacy
through his collaborative ability to provide for both his people and the early
fur traders. The Fort St. James Green Energy project continues this legacy
and has received the unanimous support and approval of the Nak’azdli
First Nation’s Chief and Council and the NDC Board.
“The BioNorth Energy partnership is a way for us to model what
meaningful relationships look like between industry and Indigenous
communities that are truly open for business,” says Reg Mueller, Nak’azdli
Development Corporation’s CEO. “We have created a way to be involved
directly in the management and circular use of forest resources within our
traditional territory. And, as a significant shareholder in a multimillion-dollar
project, we will be meeting market demand for clean energy while
supporting regional economic development and creating local
employment. This is a win for the Nak’azdli and the region as a whole.”
There is much work still to be to completed the purchase and prepare the
plant for operation, however, we have the team in place to get over the
finish line.
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Marvin Peters

40 Years of Service

Milestones
The employees mentioned below reached their milestones between July 2021 and September 2021.
Please join us in congratulating these people for their time with Arrow. Great people work here!

ARROW LOGISTICS AB

DALLAS RELOAD

5 years
Bob Fink

5 years
Roger Edwards

5 years
Andrew Rattray
Andrew Schmidt

5 years
Steve Grant

ARROW MARINE SERVICES

FORT ST. JAMES FIBRE

2 years
Riley Sykes

2 years
Quinn Moeller
John Dean
Shane Pearce

KAMLOOPS SHOP

10 years
Lyle Wipp

ASHCROFT
15 years
Mike Eichhorst
Marvin and Darlene Peters (center) surrounded
by family.

ATHABASCA

While Arrow manages to keep many of its

15 years
Rodney Brewer

employees and business partners into

ATHABASCA SHOP

double digit years, it says a lot about the
relationship when the 40th anniversary is
reached!
To put this in perspective, when Marvin
started with Arrow, the futuristic car the
DeLorean was first produced, Lady Di
married Charles and the first ‘Raiders of the
Lost Ark’ made its debut. Unlike many
events from this era, Marvin has stayed
loyal and long-lasting.
Marvin has had a varied career with Arrow
working as a Lease Operator. He has
worked with our grain, mining and now wood
fibre operations and has never been afraid
of change. He’s worked for us in Ashcroft,
as far north as The Pas, Manitoba and since
2001 has worked for Kamloops Chips out of
Hope, BC.
Marvin has stayed with Arrow partly
because he loves the work and mostly
because his wife Darlene won’t let him leave.
“Darlene and I have made several friends
and have personal relationships with many
at Arrow.”
In terms of change Marvin thinks the
progress of technology has been a good
thing. The use of Electronic Logs has
improved safety and Marvin has seen a
reduction in errors on time sheets.
Marvin says he’s worked for many great
managers, Mitchell Zulinick, Roy Taki, Joe
Mather and Kyle Snider to name a few, “I
remember meeting Mitchell about 25-30
years ago and thought, how long is this
young whipper snapper going to last?”
Guess what, he’s still here.
Mitchell Zulinick, Arrow’s Co-Chief Executive
Officer & Chief Operating Officer had this to
say, “I met Marvin early in my time at Arrow
while he was working at Ashcroft; over thirty
years ago now. Marvin is always a guy you
are happy to see. He has a big smile on his
face and a positive attitude that seems to
never go away regardless of the
circumstances.
Marvin
is
honest,
hardworking, available when people need
him and he steps up to lead when necessary.
These are just some of the traits that Marvin
brings to this company every day. Forty
years of service is truly an amazing
milestone and I am grateful that Marvin has
chosen to work at Arrow these many years.
Thank you Marvin and congratulations on
this impressive achievement.”
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2 years
Dustin Minns
Rick Ballard

BC RELOAD LOGISTICS
10 years
Chris Gilbert
5 years
Chad Morrison

CHILLIWACK
15 years
Brian Toth

CHILLIWACK SHOP
5 years
Patrick Marks
Richard Marks Sr.
RJ Marks Jr.

GRANDE PRAIRIE
2 years
Joseph Burns
Miles Parker
Frederick Beckett
Mark Turner
John Papineau

GRANDE PRAIRIE SHOP
5 years
Craig Cameron

KAMLOOPS
40 years
Marvin Peters
20 years
Garey Mugford
Mario Papineau
Noel Park
Ron Clark
15 years
Peter Vanderraad
10 years
Steve Foldesi

20 years
Doug Laroche
5 years
Ray Bennett Arrieta
2 years
James Woodhouse

KAMLOOPS CORPORATE
OPERATIONS
5 years
Andrea Seebach

NUTRIGROW
5 years
Andrew MacIntosh

PEACE RIVER
10 years
Abram Reimer

PRINCE GEORGE
5 years
Kapil Dewan

QUESNEL
10 years
Aaron Olsen
Nigel Barber

RELOAD REGIONAL OFFICE

RIVER CITY

SCOTFORD RELOAD
10 years
Justin Emery

SHERWOOD PARK RELOAD
2 years
Rachel Jaffray

SSN LP
5 years
Raymond Bailey
Steve Robinson

STEWART
20 years
Rob Davies

STEWART SHOP
5 years
Nicholas Horechka

STREAMLINE
TRANSPORTATION TECH INC.
10 years
Jordan Kaiser
5 years
Gavin Coyne

10 years
Bob Cruthers

A special mention to Mike Eichhorst, Rodney
Brewer, Brian Toth, Peter Vanderraad on their 15
Years of Service!
When asked how many years Marvin has left in him
to drive with Arrow he had this to say, “My Dad
trucked until he couldn’t, so at 75 years of age he
and my mom started a janitorial business. He was
close to 80 when he retired and even then, said it
was too soon!” Marvin loves his work and plans to
keep going as long as he can.

noted Doug’s knowledge, versatility and hard work
and Doug became Harry’s backup when Harry was
away from the shop. In 2009 Harry was groomed for
his next role as Maintenance Supervisor and
naturally Doug was groomed to take over from Harry.
It was in 2011 that Doug became Kamloops Chips
full-time Shop Foreman.

Marvin and Darlene have a wonderful relationship
with their 4 kids and 3 grandkids and are lucky
enough to have their grandkids all living close by.

Doug Laroche

20 Years of Service

Doug Laroche was meant to work in a shop. Doug
was born and raised in Princeton where his Dad was
a millwright for Weyerhaeuser. Their motto was “fix it
or build it” and so that’s what they did on weekends
and in their spare time. It was then that Doug
developed an interest and ability to wrench almost
anything that moved.
It’s no surprise that Doug then focused his education
to become a Commercial Transport Mechanic. Doug
worked at a few shops in Kamloops before he saw
an ad in the newspaper for an Arrow mechanic. Doug
mailed in his resume and interviewed with Shop
Foreman Harry Wassenaar and Division Manager
Mike Pinchin and was quickly hired. Over time, Harry

Doug Laroche stands proudly by his 72’ Cutlass.
Harry Wassenaar had this to say about Doug, “I’ve
worked with Doug over the past 20 years and find
him to be a hardworking, dedicated employee who
always has Arrow’s best interest in mind. His loyalty
and attention to detail have made him a valuable
member of our team.”
Over the years Doug has really enjoyed the people
he’s worked with. In terms of change, most noted
would be the technology in the trucks. “We never

For fun Doug enjoys hunting, fishing and
camping in BC’s great outdoors. Not
surprisingly, he’s been working on his pride
and joy, a 72’ Cutlass, for the past 14 years.
Doug and his wife Mary celebrated 18 years of
marriage this year and have 2 kids, daughter
Jordan is 16 and son Quinn is 14.

Mario Papineau

20 Years of Service

Kyle Snider, Kamloops Chips Division Manager
had this to say about Mario, “After 20 years,
Mario’s hard work and dedication is still an
example to everyone on our team. Mario is at
work on time every time, still puts in a hard
day’s work and is always eager to lend a hand
to new faces.”
Now Mario’s adventure includes travelling to
Smithers and Grande Prairie, where each of
his two daughters live. Mario loves golfing,
mountain biking, salmon fishing and a myriad
of winter sports with his daughters, their
husbands and his 4 grandchildren. Despite the
distance from Kamloops, Mario makes it a
point to spend as much of his time with them
as possible.

Rob has stayed at Arrow for 20 years and
when asked why, he simply stated, “I bleed
yellow”.
Mike Pinchin, Regional Manager Mining &
Aggregates, has known and worked with
Rob for many years, “For the last 20 years I
have thoroughly enjoyed working with Rob.
We have laughed, fought, poked, prodded,
cried and then laughed some more. I have a
ton of respect for Rob, he is passionate
about working for Arrow and this is seen in
his love for the people that he works with. I
am proud to have Rob as a colleague and
friend. People like Rob allow us to say, ‘our
people are simply the best’”.
When not working, Rob can be found with
the women in his life, daughter Taylor,
granddaughter Addison or enjoying golf or

Rob Davies

20 Years of Service

going for a workout with his best friend and
partner Deanna Weijand.

Ron Clark

20 Years of Service
Ron was born and raised on a dairy farm
near Dawson Creek and as many of us
know, if you grew up on a farm you likely
know how to drive or fix any type of

Mario Papineau enjoying a round of golf.
Mario got his class 1 licence in 1977 and full of
self-described ‘piss and vinegar’, hit the road.
Mario bought a truck and worked as far north
as the Yukon hauling ore in B trains, worked
the Ice Roads and worked in Alberta until he
decided that raising a family and his work life
were at odds so he settled in Prince George. It
was in 2000 that the company he was working
for shut down. They were selling trucks and
trailers to Ritchie Bros. and Mario was charged
with driving the equipment to Kamloops.
In 2001, Mario was ready for a fresh start and
the Kamloops area appealed to him. He
applied to Arrow’s Kamloops Chips Division
and they quickly hired him. He first worked for
a Lease Operator and then in 2003 he bought
his own truck which he is still driving to this day.
It’s likely Mario’s attention to maintenance that
has kept his 2004 Peterbilt, donning 4 million
miles, in good shape. “It’s crazy how well it
runs” said Mario, “when I take it in for repair or
maintenance the mechanics usually marvel at
it’s good condition.”
Over the years Mario has remarked that mill
closures have been the cause for much
change. With mill closures come new routes
and runs, some better or worse than others. “I
used to love the Vavenby haul and was
crushed when the mill closed. It was easy on
equipment, great hours, nice bins and good
people worked there” said Mario of some of the
things that make a driver’s day enjoyable.
Despite Mario’s initial vagabond lifestyle, he’s
been settled in Kamloops for 20 years. “In my
early years I spent 20 plus years living out of a
truck, I worked 7 days/week and didn’t really
have a life outside of work. I’m pretty used to
being home every day,” said Mario of what has
kept him here.

equipment. Nothing lends itself better to a

Rob Davies pictured with Deanna Weijand.
Rob Davies has had an incredibly diverse
career. He studied Criminology, worked in
construction, became a real estate developer
and even secured his real estate licence, all by
the age of 28! It was then in 2000 that Rob’s
father encouraged him to get his Class 1
licence as he saw a future in transportation.
Rob agreed and hasn’t looked back since!
“I remember my first trucking job” said Rob “I
was thrown the keys to drive a 53’ loaded with
lumber from Vancouver to California. I got lost
in downtown Los Angeles! I was trying to back
into a spot in a high traffic area and it took me
45 minutes of blocking traffic. Cars were driving
around me on the sidewalk.” Not a great
introduction but not unlike what many drivers
experienced back in the day.
With only 6 months under his belt, and some
hardcore experience, Rob heard an ad on the
radio inviting drivers to apply to Arrow. Rob
applied and got a job hauling ore for the
Ashcroft Division. Rob’s ability and commitment
were proven and he quickly ascended to
management. Rob became a Company Driver
in 2001, he was made a Lead Hand and
dispatched in 2003, he was promoted to
Operations Supervisor in 2005 and shortly after
was charged with running the Ashcroft Division
as Manager. Rob is the only person to have
managed all three of our Mining Divisions. In
2011 he moved from Ashcroft to Chilliwack
where he oversaw the new Copper Mountain
and New Gold ore hauls and now heads up our
Stewart, BC Mining Division. Rob knows dirt!
What is the secret to Rob’s success? “I had
amazing mentors, I learned from everyone I
worked for and I always said ‘yes’ to
opportunity. At Arrow if you work hard, learn
and prove you can do it, the sky is the limit”.

career in trucking!
Ron’s career started in Dawson Creek
where he worked for Schlumberger Oilfield
Services for 21 years as a wire line operator.
During this time, Ron secured his Class 1
licence so in 1999 when he was interested
in moving south to Kamloops, he literally
had a turn-key career. Ron drove long haul
for about a year, but once he came to
Arrow’s Kamloops Chips Division in 2001,
he stayed. As is the theme with so many of
our drivers, Ron enjoyed sleeping in his own
bed and being home every day.
Ron started driving for Lease Operators but
when Arrow purchased more tractors, and
was looking to fill them, Ron was first in line
to become a Company Driver. Ron says
he’s stayed because the company treats
him well. As for the changes he’s seen,
Arrow just keeps growing and getting bigger.
“20 Years is an incredible accomplishment.
I’ve known and worked with Ron for half of
his time with Arrow and not much has
changed. His boots are on, and he is ready
to work every morning”, said Kyle Snider,
Division Manager, “Ron is the type that is
proud to represent Arrow, and we are proud
to have him.”
Why has Ron stayed? He likes the job; he’s
home every night and the hours are good.
The people at Arrow have also played a
hand in his longevity as Ron recounts the
many friends he’s met.
As for hobbies, Ron enjoys his 2001 Harley
Davidson classic and time spent camping.
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had ‘check engine’ lights to indicate issues
back in the day” said Doug, “now we can run
diagnostics when the light is on and hopefully
get ahead of the problem.”

Holiday Card Contest

For kids and grandkids 4 to 12 years of age
This contest is open to the family of all Arrow staff, including lease
operators and their drivers. Winning artwork will be used for this year’s
holiday cards.

Age 4-6 years old winner: $100 Chapters gift card
Age 7-9 years old winner: $100 Chapters gift card
Age 10-12 years old winner: $100 Chapters gift card

Winners will be emailed and announced in Arrowlife.
By submitting artwork, parents or legal guardians of the participant consent to the
publishing of photos (winners only), names, age, and Division by Arrow.

Submissions:

We will only be accepting digital submissions. Please scan or take a photo of the
artwork and email it to: submissions@arrow.ca
In your email, please include the participant’s name, age, phone number, the
name of the Arrow employee they are related to, and relationship to the
employee (daughter, son, etc.). Please do not write this on the artwork.
If you have any questions please email: submissions@arrow.ca

Runner-up in each category: $50 Chapters gift card
Top 10 in each category: $10 Chapters gift card
(excluding winner and runner-up)

Deadline:

Monday, November 1, 2021

Tips and instructions:

• Be as original as you can
• Only hand drawn, colourful illustrations of winter or holiday themes will
be accepted
• Avoid using company logos other than Arrow
• Keep artwork to letter size paper (8.5”x11”)

We are delighted to invite you to WorkPerks — an exciting new
employee benefit program that’s designed to perk up your everyday
life. WorkPerks can help you save thousands every year with special
discounts on home electronics and entertainment, restaurants, health

You will need your Arrow Employee Number to open your account.
This can be found on your pay statement or your Division/Office team
can supply this to you.

and wellness, apparel and so much more.

Start Saving Today!

Need Help?

1. Go to arrow.venngo.com
support@venngo.com
2. Create your WorkPerks account
3. Start saving

ARROW 2021 HOLIDAY
EXTRAVAGANZA
NOVEMBER 5–26, 2021
Prize Draw

Enter for your chance to win prizes! Divisions
will be collecting food donations in exchange
for entries into our prize draw. All Arrow
employees and lease operators will be eligible
to participate. The more food items you
donate, the better your odds are of winning!

Earn Entries by Donating Food Items

Employees must donate items from our
hamper list to earn an entry. There is no limit to
the number of entries an employee can earn.
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Employee Challenge

The top ten employees with the most entries
will receive an Amazon Gift Card.

• The top three earners - $500
• The remaining seven earners - $200
See your Division for details!

Arrow has always been known as a technology leader in the industries that it serves. As a matter of
fact, we were one of the first trucking companies to use Electronic Logging Devices in our trucks, to
monitor and simplify the hours-of-service process, a practice which many years later has been
mandated by the Canadian Government.
In recent years we have made progress in two areas that have constantly been a source of injury to
Arrow employees and people employed by our competitors.

Cable Lifting

Sustainability Focus
- Emissions Reduced
by 23%

SAFETY

Innovation Spotlight - Employee Safety
Driven ideas

As we have seen through the devastating 2021
wildfire season, the impacts of climate change are
here. Through the suggestions and efforts of
many, we at Arrow are always looking for ways to
reduce our overall carbon footprint and minimize
our companies’ impact on the environment.
We thought it important to share that since 2010,
we have reduced our tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent per truck (tCO2e) by 23%. Many
actions have contributed to this reduction in
tCO2e, but our investment in and use of onboard
technology coupled with the use of newer
equipment has contributed to much of this
savings. To validate this data on emissions
reduction we performed our first tailpipe emissions
test in August at our Kamloops Chips Division.

One of Arrow’s core businesses involves loading
lumber onto railcars for the forestry sector. Once
the lumber is loaded onto the railcar, it must be
secured using cables. Historically an employee
stood on the ground to throw the cable up to an
employee that stood on top of the railcar who would
then anchor the cable. The constant throwing of
cables can lead to shoulder injuries. A number of
Divisions have either turned to using their forklifts
to lift groups of cables or are using a pole to pass
the cable up.
These innovations have all been employee driven, Cable lifter.
way to go people!

Auto-Tarps
Auto-tarps on commercial gravel and grain trailers have been around for many years. Until recently they
have been impossible to mount on chip trailers, chip trailers are designed to haul a maximum payload by
basically reaching every allowable dimension, whether it be height, width, or length. Working with BC’s
Ministry of Transportation and trailer manufacturer Tycrop, and E-Cargo Tarps, we created a system that
could be legally installed on the trailers.
The hazards associated with tarping chip trailers comes in a couple of forms. Firstly, falls from elevation
as the driver must climb up ladders to access a platform from where they can roll the tarp (open and
closed). The second hazard is the potential for truck drivers to damage their shoulders or lower backs
while pulling or rolling the tarp closed.
The main advantage of the auto-tarp is the entire tarping process is now automated, with the driver of
the truck remaining on the ground at all times. There is also no need to manually roll the tarps closed.
Currently we have 27 chip trailers in BC with auto-tarps and a further 14 sets for delivery by Spring 2022.

Through driver feedback, testing, goal setting and
innovation, Arrow will continue to lead the way in
the mitigation of climate change within the
transportation sector.
Please continue sharing your ideas with your
Office or Division and feel free to reach out to our
Sustainability Manager, Jacob Adams
jadams@arrow.ca.

Arrow Transportation has reduced its C0²e (tonnes
of carbon dioxide equivalent) per truck by 23%
over the past decade through:

SPEED
REGULATION

DRIVER
PERFORMANCE
METRICS

BACKHAUL
OPTIMIZATION

INCREASED
FUEL
EFFICIENCY

NEW EMISSIONS
REDUCING
TRUCKS

AERODYNAMIC
IMPROVEMENTS

Learn more about Arrow Corporate Responsibility
at: https://www.arrow.ca/corporate-responsibility/
Auto-tarp open.

Auto-tarp closed.

Safety Milestones
Congratulations to these Divisions for reaching these important milestones.

Your benefits include confidential
counselling whenever you or
your family needs to talk.

Zero Injuries

Zero Lost Time Injuries

Rivercity Fibre
5 Years

Chilliwack Reload
12 Years

Calgary Reload
2 Years

Vermilion Bay Reload
7 Years

We’re available 24/7 face-to-face, over the phone, or
even online. And there’s no cost except time, which
we’ll gladly give you.

Port Coquitlam Reload
2 Years

Dallas Reload
5 Years

Resilience®. Helpful advice for stress, addiction,
marital/family issues, retirement planning, legal and
general health issues.

Alberta Reload Logistics
1 Year

Offered through Homewood Health – please call
1-866-644-0326 or login to your benefits site
at myresilience.com
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Arrow Marine Fishing Derby – Size Matters
Arrow Gold is an employer-supported
volunteering program available to all full-time
Arrow Group of Companies employees, lease
operators, and lease operator drivers. It’s a
great opportunity for employees to get involved
and make a difference in their communities!

Support the BC Wildfires Appeal

What do people who repair and maintain fishing boats want to do for fun? Fish of course! In early
September, the Arrow Marine Division headed to the BC Interior and held a fishing derby at the Spruce
Wilderness Lodge on Bonaparte Lake. Thankfully
with COVID protocols imposed and wildfires having
subsided, they were able to make the event
happen.
James Martin was the winner having caught a
Rainbow Trout weighing 3lbs. and stretching 20”.
Nice to see the Arrow Marine team out having fun
together.

Dan Nicoll (Foreman), Nick Weinberger (Welding
Supervisor), Alex Soo (Retired Project Manager).

The impact of the wildfires included many of our
Arrow communities. In support of the BC
Wildfires relief efforts with the Canadian Red
Cross, Arrow Gold is offering support with the
Donation Match program until December 31st.
This means that donations are effectively
quadrupled! Here’s how it works:
• Arrow Gold will match Arrow employee
donations (up to $300).
• The Government of British Columbia will
match your donation (no dollar limit, until
December 31st).
• Arrow Gold’s match will also be matched
by the BC government.

Terry Tomkins, Nick Weinberger, James Martin,
Dan Nicoll, Dan Young, Matt Brown, Wayne Pinette,
Aaron Paku, Brian Beaton, Bryon Fletcher,
Maxim Tityaev, Alex Soo

James Martin (Jr. Project Manager & Derby Winner Rainbow Trout: 20” & 3lbs).

More Stories Like
This Please!

AMTA Thanks
Our Drivers

How to Donate:
• Donate online at www.redcross.ca or
by calling 1-800-418-1111
• Email your tax receipt to community@arrow.ca
for your Arrow Gold match

Arrow’s Jim Bobier (left) and Chris Henderson with
Jim’s contribution.

BC Reload Logistics & Kamloops Reload Fundraiser:
(from left to right) Kelly Hawkins, Brian Lefferson,
Carolyn Lefferson, Rob Patmore.

Our BC Reload Logistics and Kamloops Reload
Divisions also fundraised this fall to support the
cause. With Arrow Gold matching their
fundraiser and the BC government matching
program, a total of $800 was raised! Rob
Patmore and Arrow Gold Community Leader,
Carolyn Lefferson did a great job of organizing
the event and encouraging their Division’s
support.
If you have any questions about how to
participate in the Arrow Gold program, email
Danielle Frothinger at community@arrow.ca.

Tyler Dixon and Jim Bobier, Arrow Prince
George employees, not only make contributions
to their community but also make us proud to
work with them.
When Tyler’s high score at a recent Prince
George Division Golf tournament won him a TV,
he decided to auction it off and donate the
proceeds to the Ron Brent Elementary School
breakfast program. Ron Brent Elementary is a
Prince George inner-city school and many of its
students come from lower income homes. $325
was raised, donated and presented to the
school!
Fast forward a few days, Jim Bobier was at
work, intrigued by what Tyler had done, and
was asking about the donation. Before Jim left
the yard to head home that night, he called
Tyler over to his truck and handed Tyler a $500
cheque to also contribute! Great People Work
Here!

Chad Stockbruegger receiving some swag from
AMTA in Hinton.

National Trucking Week began the first Sunday
in September and ran until the following
Saturday. The purpose of this week-long
celebration is to recognize the 400,000
Canadians who keep Canada’s freight moving.
Pictured
is
Ashcroft
Division’s
Chad
Stockbruegger receiving a well-deserved and
heartfelt thank you, and swag bag, from the
Alberta Motor Transport Association at the
Hinton Scales in Alberta.
Thank you to all who haul our nation’s freight!

We want to hear from you
Please submit your ideas and articles for the newsletter to:
Lisa Savage, Director of People Systems
admin.marketing@arrow.ca

Arrow Transportation Systems Inc.
400-970 McMaster Way, Kamloops, BC V2C 6K2

If you would like this newsletter to be mailed to your home, please make sure your Division or office location has your most up to date address.
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